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8 Waterside Dr, Fletcher

Perfect Family Home
First Impressions do count and this beautiful GJ Gardiner home in Hidden Waters
really gets it right! Impressive throughout this home has a flair all of its own by
managing that perfect balance of refined style, casual fun family living and peaceful
retreat all rolled into one.
Perfect presentation thoughout, fabulous location and enviable inclusions guarantee
this home is perfect for anyone who is looking for a new family home in Fletcher.
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Price
Property Type
Property ID
Land Area

SOLD for $790,000
residential
677
639 m2

Agent Details

The kitchen has been well designed and will inspire you to want to spend time here!
Overlooking the family and dining room the large open living area is light filled and
relaxing. Families will love the kids activities room that closes off creating a special
space that all families need.

Theresa Day - 02 4941 6111
Kim Kelly - 02 4941 6111

Outside is an entertainers dream boasting a large undercover alfresco with TV outlet
and ceiling fan. Everyone will adore the inground pool ready for the long hot
Summer ahead with water feature, spa jets and canterlever umbrela. The yard is
fullylandscaped to ensure low maintenance and maximum enjoyment.

Fletcher
Shop 10, 221 Minmi Road Fletcher NSW
2287 Australia
02 4941 6111

Featuring
-

Oversize DLUG to suit 4WD and much needed family storage area

-

Fabulous laundry, great space with practical layout plus separate 4 door linen

-

Fully alarmed and Dual Split System A/C’s and gas outlets

The
information provided
has been
furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that information is
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accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any responsibility to any person for its
accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine
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whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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